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What's Next. Belluck was selected to be a Ferris Professor of Journalism at Princeton in and has taught and
spoken about science journalism in various venues, including the Santa Fe Science Writing Workshop, the
Simons Foundation, the American Association for the Advancement of Science convention and on a Times
Journeys voyage to the Galapagos Islands. Belluck often writes about neurological and cognitive topics,
including memory, emotion and mental health. The work was temporary, itinerant and, as soldiers say of war,
alternately boring and excessively thrilling. But the scenery was unbeatable. Better science stories put new
results in context, synthesizing and analyzing what came before, what might come next, and why you should
care. Which is not to say we science writers are sidekicks. The people, dubious habits and all, were
fascinating. In its crudest form, science writing simply translates the latest results from the academy: Coffee is
good for you, bean sprouts are not, and your sex life is much, much worse than you thought. The snake was
gorgeous, even regal in its growing annoyance, but I found myself paying more attention to the scientists
around it. What had brought them to this particular place and this very odd hobby? The most memorable
science writing also puts humans back in the equation, introducing the reader to both the people behind the
science and the people affected by it, for better and worse. She also writes about reproductive health issues,
ranging from the births of extremely premature babies to efforts to invent a better condom. In late , she
became the New England bureau chief, based in Boston. While she concentrates on medical subjects, she
periodically takes a detour to explore the reasons why women get so cold in air conditioned offices or to
chronicle the story of a lost cat that somehow made a mile journey back to its hometown. They rolled down
the road in search of their next cold-blooded quarry, still talking about the beauty of the diamondback. The
book is in development as a television series. In , she was one of seven Times staffers awarded the Pulitzer
Prize for coverage of the Ebola epidemic. Watson does for Sherlock Holmes: By reacquainting the head with
the heart, we science writers tell the story of the frustrations, false starts, triumphs and breakthroughs that lead
to the solution â€” or, in many cases, to even more questions. Most of my co-workers, biologists all, lived for
the sight of a tortoise scraping slowly over a granite boulder, or a pack of javelinas snuffling peacefully as
they napped in the shade. I often rode along with them, and one night we came upon a diamondback
rattlesnake, resting in a fat and perfect coil. Science writing has a reputation for bloodlessness, but in many
ways it is the most human of disciplines. I stood back, away from the headlight beams, and watched. And
while some scientists are themselves fine writers, science writers are seldom experts in the fields we write
about. It transcends the genre, becoming not just good science writing but just good writing, and as such it
unlocks entire fields of research to the rest of us. During a stint with a university research project in the desert
near Tucson, Ariz. My friends were thrilled, and they leapt out of their pickups to circle the snake like
REI-clad matadors. I blame a rattlesnake for my career. In , she became the Midwest bureau chief, based in
Chicago, covering 11 states. Belluck joined The Times in as a general assignment reporter on the metropolitan
desk, served as the bureau chief in Queens, and briefly covered education in New York City. I felt the same
way. Fifteen years ago, my brand-new college biology degree qualified me for a series of minimum-wage jobs
looking for strange animals in strange places. The snake, I realized, was interesting. In , Ms. In the evenings,
eager to see even more critters, my friends cruised empty back roads, looking for snakes that had slithered on
to the asphalt for warmth. What inspired them to draw closer and closer to the snake, cameras poised, even as
it raised its head to strike? That night in the Arizona desert, my friends eventually backed away from the
rattlesnake, leaving it curled in peace on the pavement. As a national bureau chief, she covered some of the
biggest news stories including the Rhode Island night club fire that killed people, the introduction of same-sex
marriage in Massachusetts and the passage of a landmark Massachusetts health care law.


